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INTERNATIONAL 
 

 The Federal Reserve confirmed a positive outcome to its latest round of bank “stress 

tests”. 18 firms passed out of the 19 that were tested, with sufficient capital and 
liquidity to withstand a sharp economic downturn, steep falls in equity and property 
markets, and an increase in unemployment to 13.0% from the current 8.3%. In 
contrast to the 1st bank stress test in 2009 when banks were collectively required to 
raise $75 billion in new capital, the requirement in the current round was nil. The 
results pave the way for US banks to boost lending, and increase dividend payments 

and share buyback programmes. JP Morgan Chase & Co announced it would spend up 
to $15 billion in its share buyback programme over the next 12 months.  

 The Federal Reserve left its benchmark Fed Funds interest rate unchanged at between 
0-0.25% but gave few hints of additional quantitative easing. Combined with the Fed’s 
more optimistic tone on the outlook for the economy, recent improvement in jobs, 
retail spending and manufacturing data, have prompted a dramatic increase in bond 
yields in the past week. After trading in a range of 1.80-2.10% over the past 4 months 

the 10-year Treasury yield has risen past 2.30% from below 2.0% on Monday. 
 US non-farm payrolls increased by 227,000 in February, above the key 200,000 level 

for a 3rd straight month. Moreover December and January figures were revised 
upwards from 203,000 to 223,000 and from 243,000 to 284,000 (the best month of 
jobs growth 6 years). US initial jobless claims fell in the past week from a revised 
365,000 to 351,000 matching the 4-year low registered in early February and below 
the 355,000 consensus forecast. The number is again well within the 400,000 level 

traditionally associated with sustainable employment growth. Continuing jobless 
claims decreased by 81,000 to 3.343 million, also better than expected.   

 US retail sales increased in February by 1.1% on the month, up from 0.6% in January 
and the largest increase in 5 months. The gain is attributed to rising employment, 
cushioning the impact of higher fuel prices. Jobs growth and spending activity may 
become self-fulfilling, potentially producing a more robust economic recovery in the 

remainder of the year. Consumer spending accounts for around 70% of US GDP. The 
positive data has led economists to raise their GDP forecasts for 2012, including 

Goldman Sachs with an upward revision from 1.8% to 2.0%.  
 The closely watched Philadelphia Fed manufacturing survey, seen as an accurate 

barometer of US industrial activity, increased from +10.2 in February to +12.5 in 
March, beating the +11.5 consensus forecast. Inflationary readings fell steeply with 
the prices paid sub-index reducing from +38.7 to +18.7 in spite of a strong increase in 

the employment sub-index from +1.1 to +6.6. 
 For the 1st time, the US, European Union and Japan have jointly filed a trade complaint 

against China. The formal complaint to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) alleges 
China is deliberately restricting exports of rare earths, typically used in advanced 
technologies. The country set an export quota of 30,258 tonnes in 2011 but exported 
only 16,861 over the year. China, which accounts for around 97% of the world’s 
output of the 17 rare earth metals, is also accused of holding down prices for domestic 

usage to around half the level paid by foreign companies.  
 China unexpectedly registered a $31.5 billion trade deficit in February, its largest since 

1989 and in contrast to its usual trade surplus. It has only registered two monthly 
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deficits since 2005, and both were well below $10 billion. Unfortunately the data is 
attributed more to a decline in exports than the desired increase in imports. Exports 
increased 18.4% on the year, well short of the 32.0% consensus forecast. Measures of 
domestic economic activity remained weak with China’s vehicle sales declining in the 
1st 2 months of the year by 6% on the year. Growth in retail sales slowed from a year-
on-year rate of 18.1% in December to 14.7% in the 1st 2 months of the year. 

 China’s weak economic data has been partly compensated by lower than expected 

consumer price inflation (CPI), at 3.2% in February compared with 4.5% in January 
and below the 3.4% consensus forecast. In the context of weakening domestic 
demand and rapidly declining inflation, authorities are likely to cut bank reserve 
requirements and interest rates. Meanwhile there is significant scope for fiscal stimulus 
with the overall budget deficit at only 1% of GDP.  

 As expected the Bank of Japan (BOJ) left its benchmark interest rate in its existing 

range of between 0-0.1% in spite of calls within the monetary policy setting 
committee for further increases in the bank’s asset buying programme. The BOJ 
surprised markets last month with a more aggressive strategy for combating deflation 
including the introduction of a +1% consumer price inflation target. Some policy 
committee members this week went further by calling for the target to be raised to a 
range of between 1.0-2.0%.  

 At the 11th hour over 90% of private bond holders signed up to the bond swap deal 

offered by Greece, with the new longer-dated bonds paying a lower interest rate and 
valued at less than half the face value of the original bonds. The deal reduces Greece’s 
sovereign debt from 350 billion to 250 billion euro and qualifies Greece for the 2nd 
European Union/ IMF bailout. However, a “credit event” has been triggered by the fact 
that not all private bond holders voluntarily accepted the bond swap terms. In contrast 
to the reaction one might have expected a year ago, the market’s reaction to the 
technical default has been almost non-existent. Yet some concern remains: Credit 

default swap (CDS) insurance will have to be paid out at the end of March with the 
value of CDS insured Greek bonds estimated at around $69 billion.   

 Germany’s ZEW economic sentiment index improved for a 4th straight month rising 
from +5.4 to +22.3, its highest since June 2010 and well ahead of the +10.0 
consensus forecast. The increase is attributed to healthy employment growth and 
strong domestic demand. Encouragingly, the Eurozone economic sentiment index also 

gained from -8.10 to +11.0, showing an even steeper increase.  
 UK car production increased in February by 23.5% on the month and 19.6% on the 

year, attributed to strong gains in exports to non-EU countries. Car exports increased 
by 29.41% on the month, a record increase. The UK economy returned to growth in 
the 3 months to end February, with GDP rising 0.1% compared with a -0.2% 
contraction in the prior equivalent period. 

 

  
SA ECONOMY 
 

 Retail sales increased in January by 3.9% on the year, significantly below the 8.7% 
registered in December and the 7.1% consensus forecast. Sales fell by 0.6% on the 
month, the steepest decline since May 2011. The biggest culprit was the textiles, 
clothing and footwear category which showed growth slowing to 1.7% compared with 

11.5% in December. Retail sales growth may decline further in coming months as 
disposable income is eroded by steep price increases in essential items such as fuel, 

electricity, and municipal rates. In contrast to the retails sales data, the SA Chamber 
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of Commerce and Industry (SACCI) trade activity index which covers both retail and 
wholesale activity, increased from +48.0 in January to +57 in February. However, the 
mixed reports should delay any hike in interest rates until at least 2013. Consumer 
spending contributes around 60% of GDP. 

 
 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS 

 
   YEAR TO DATE %  
 
JSE All Share  +6.97 
JSE Fini 15  +13.50 
JSE Indi 25  +10.21 

JSE Resi 20  +0.07 
R/USD   +6.41 
S&P 500  +11.53 
Nikkei   +19.73 
Hang Seng  +15.84 
FTSE 100  +6.61 
DAX   +21.13 

CAC 40   +13.30 
MSCI World  +11.15 
 
 
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar has weakened after hitting resistance at $1.27 versus the euro, and 

likely to loose further ground over coming weeks.  
 The rand has restored the key R/$8.00 level suggesting further strength in the near-

term.  
 In spite of recent increases, US Treasury and UK Gilt yields remain near to all-time 

lows and are still in bull trends. 
 SA gilt yields have fallen steeply. The shorter dated R157 has broken below its 7% 

target suggesting a new trading range of between 6.5-7% over the medium term. 
 US and global equity markets have enjoyed a powerful rally since the start of the year, 

continuing the positive trend initiated in late November. The outlook remains positive 
for most markets, with the 50-day moving average in many markets breaking up 
above the 200-day moving average.  

 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 
in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-

term low unlikely to be broken. 
 The Brent crude oil price has convincingly held above key support at $108 which 

restores its long-term bull trend.  
 Copper has regained its key support levels defining the medium-term bull trend. The 

copper price is traditionally a reliable barometer of global economic growth.  
 Gold needs to regain the key $1750 before scaling the next medium-term target of 

$2000. The risk of a dramatic sell-off is rising following 11 straight years of price 

gains. 
 The All Share index has broken to a new all-time record high above 34,000 thereby 

restoring the bull trend. After a prolonged period of under-performance Financials are 
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likely to outperform Industrials which in turn are expected to outperform Resources. 
Small cap stocks still offer good value relative to the All Share and likely to continue 
their outperformance in 2012. In 2011 the Alt-X index of small cap stocks increased 
42.6% compared with less than a 0.4% loss for the JSE All Share index. 

 
 

BOTTOM LINE 

 
 SA’s retail banks enjoy some of the highest capital levels in the world, even exceeding 

the tough newly introduced Basel 3 minimums. This is due partly to sound 
management but mainly to the local regulator’s restrictions on investment in the US 
sub-prime market. SA banks are under no pressure to shrink assets or raise capital. 
Moreover they are trading extremely profitably, with recent annual results for the year 

ended December 2011 showing earnings growth of 20%+. The performance is 
attributed to healthy growth in both interest and non-interest income at the same time 
as improved cost ratios. The outlook is bright: the private sector credit extension cycle 
is turning positive suggesting healthy growth in bank lending. There is potential too for 
acquisitions in the sector with Old Mutual a potential seller of its key stake in Nedbank. 
Aggressive expansion into Africa adds to the sector’s prospects. Having 
underperformed the broader market for the past 4 years, banks are likely to 

outperform over the next 12 months. The year has started well, with the Financials 15 
index, made up largely by the banks, rising 13.50% compared with the All Share’s 
6.97% and only 0.07% by the Resources 20 index.  


